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Abstract 
Maehara, H., The intersection graph of random sets, Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 97-104. 
Let X,, i=l,..., n, be n = n(N) independent random subsets of {1,2,. . , N}, each 
selected at random out of the 2N subsets. We present some asymptotic (N-tm) properties of 
{Xi}, e.g. if r~/2~‘~--+ m then {Xi} contains mutually disjoint three sets, while if n/2N’s+0 then 
{Xi} contains no such three sets, almost surely. 
1. Introduction 
Let U = U, be a set of N elements. A random subset of U is a subset of U 
selected at random (with each equally likely) from the 2”’ subsets of U. Let Xi, 
i=l,..., it, be 12 = n(N) independent random subsets of U, that is, each Xi is a 
random subset of U selected independently of the others. Note that Xi can be 
empty and Xj =X, can happen for different j, k. The intersection graph of Xi, 
i=l,..., it, is defined to be the graph with vertex set { 1, . . . , n} and edge set 
{ij:XinXj#8, i#j}. 
This graph is denoted by G”. 
In this note we investigate the asymptotic behavior of this random graph G” 
as N tends to infinity. For general reference on random graphs, see, e.g. [l]. And 
for the intersection graphs of random intervals, random arcs on a circle, random 
subtrees of a tree, see, e.g. [2-41. 
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Let Q be a property of graphs. A function no = n,(N) is called a threshold 
function for Q if n <<n, implies that P(G” has Q)+ 0 and n >> no implies that 
P(G” has Q)+ 1 as iV -+ CQ. (Notation: f << g means f/g + 0 as N+ 00.) 
We prove that (4/3)j”” . IS a threshold function for incompleteness, that is, if 
n << (4/3)N’2 then G” is asymptotically complete, while if n >> (4/3)Nn then G” is 
asymptotically not complete. We also prove that 2N’3 is a threshold function for 
the existence of independent set of size 3 in G”, and 2N is a threshold function for 
isolated vertices. Furthermore, the subgraph of G” induced by {i: Xi #0, 
1 s i s n} is asymptotically connected with diameter ~2 and minimum degree 
>n/5, whatever n is. These results are summarized in Fig. 1. (A general result on 
the independence number ar(G”) of G” is given in Theorem 5) 
;lete 1 ~i~~n/zj :Z!EJ in 
(4/3)N/2 
((u: the independence number of G”) 
Fig. 1. Evolution of G”. 
Here we should note that the problem of finding the independence number 
a(G”) of G” is a special case of the random set packing problem. This problem 
was considered by Vercellis in more general setting of random subsets, see [5] for 
details. 
2. A threshold for incompleteness 
If xi,. . . ) X,, are n independent random subsets of U, then for any x of U, 
P(X~XiU~~ * U X,) = (l/2)“. Hence we have the following. 
Lemma 1. Let X1, . . . , X,, YI, . . . , Y, be s + t independent random subsets of U. 
Then 
P[(X, u * * ~uX,)n(Y,u*~ * u y,) = 0]= [(l/2)” + (l/2)’ - (l/2)“+?! 
Let us consider the number of non-edges in G”. For every i, j (1 s i <j s n), 
define a random variable gfj by 
5ij = { 
1 if XifJXj=O, 
0 otherwise. 
Then r] := CiCj ~~j counts the number of non-edges in G”. And by Lemma 1, 
E(&j)=[(1/2)+(1/2)-(1/2)2]N=(3/4)N, 
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whence we have 
E(rl) = (2) (3/4)N. 
Noting that if {i, j} tl {h, k} = 0 then gij and Ehk are independent, 
V(V) := E(rl - %?V = c c WE&) - (3/4Y) 
i<j h<k 
Since 
= hi<?<, (E(6ij&k) - (3/4)2N) + zj (‘%!$) - (3/4)2N). 
and 
E( gijfik) = P(Xi fl (Xi U xk) = 0) 
= [(l/2) + (1/2)2 - (1/2)3)]N = (5/8)N 
E(EZ) = E(Eij) = (3/4)N, 
we have 
V(V) = 6( 1) ((5/8)N - (3/4)2N) + (;) ((3/4)N - (3/4)‘9. 
Theorem 1. (1) Zf n << (4/3)N’z, then P(G” is complete) * 1 as N+ DS. 
(2) Zf n >> (4/3)N’2, then P(G” is complete) + 0 as N+ 03. 
Proof. (1) If n << (4/3)N’2 then 
E(q) = (t) (3/4)N < t n2(3/4)N* 0. 
Hence, applying Markov’s inequality for nonnegative variables, we have 
P(q > 1) 6 E(r])-+ 0. 
Hence P(G” is complete) + 1 as N + m. 
(2) Suppose now n >> (4/3)N’2. Then applying the well known inequality: 
P(rl = 0) c WW(rl)2 (E(V) f 0) 
we have 
P(q = 0) s [ 6 (1) ((5/8)N - (3/4)2N) + (;) ((3/4)N - (3/4)2”‘,]/[ ( ;)2(3/4)2N] 
< [n3(5/8)N + + n’(3/4)“]/[$ n4(3/4)2N] 
= 4(.5/8)Nl[n(3/4)2N] + 2/[n2(3/4)N] 
= 4(80/72)N/n + 2(4/3)Nln2-, 0. 
Hence P(q 2 l)-, 1, that is, P(G” is complete)-tO. 0 
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3. The diameter of the giant component 
Let X be a random subset X of U. Then for any y, z E U, 
P({y}rlX=0 or {z}nX=O)~$ 
Hence we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let Y, Z be two non-empty subsets of U. Then for a random subset X 
of U, 
P(YnX=0 or ZnX=@)C$. 
Theorem 2. The subgraph of G” induced by V’ = {i: Xi # 0} is asymptotically 
connected with diameter ~2. 
Proof. We may assume that n + CO as N+ ~0. Suppose that for fixed i, j (i #j), 
both Xi and Xj are non-empty. Then by Lemma 2, for every k #i, j, 1 s k s n, 
we have 
zqx,nx,=0 or xinxk=O)+. 
Hence the probability that 
xinxk=O or xmx,=0 forallk#i,j, l<k<n 
is at most (3/4)“-*. Thus, if i, j E V’, then P(d(i, j) > 2) s (3/4)“-*, 
denotes the distance between i and j in G”. Hence 
P(d(i,j)>2forsomei,jEV’)< 1 (3/4)“-*+O. 
0 
where d(i, j) 
Thus the subgraph of G” induced by V’ is asymptotically connected with diameter 
at most two. 0 
It follows from the above proof that isolated vertices on G” correspond to the 
empty subset of U. Since the number of vertices of G” that correspond to the 
empty set is distributed according to the binomial distribution with parameters n 
and 1/2N, the next theorem follows. 
Theorem 3. Zf n << 2N, then G” is asymptotically connected, while if n >> 2N, then 
G” contains isolated vertices. 
4. The minimum positive degree 
Theorem 4. The minimum positive degree of G” is greater than f n, almost surely. 
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Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we may consider the case n >> N. Let d be a 
positive integer ~3 n, and consider the probability that a fixed vertex of G”, say i, 
has degree d. If Xi is given with IX,1 = k > 0, then the number of ways to choose 
other it - 1 subsets Xi, i # i, so that exactly d of them intersect Xi is 
( > n ; ’ (27-‘(2k _ l)d_ 
Hence 
P(deg(i) = d) = $I (T) (n d ‘) (2N-k)“-‘(2k - l)d/2”N 
=(“,‘)~~(~)(2~_I)dz-~(~-l)-~ 
< (;)Z1 (T) (2d--n)k 
= (“d) ((2d-” + l)N - 1) - (;) N2d-“. 
Therefore the expected value of the number of vertices of positive degree Cd in 
G” is less than dn(z)N2d-“. Letting d = crz and noting that ($) < (en/d)d = 
(e/c)‘“, we have 
dn 1 
0 
N2d-n < cn2(e/c)c”N2(c-1)n = cn2N[(2elc)‘/2]“, 
which tends to 0 if c < 0.214. Hence applying Markov’s inequality, it follows that 
the probability that G” contains a vertex of positive degree <$z tends to 
zero. 0 
5. Independent vertices 
An indepedent set of vertices of a graph is a set of vertices whose elements are 
pairwise non-adjacent. The independence number a(G) of a graph G is the 
maximum cardinality among all independent sets of vertices of G. 
Theorem 5. Let m be a jixed integer >l. 1f n << 2N/(m + l)N’m, then P(a(G”) > 
m)+O. Zfn >> (2f(m))N, then P(a(G”) 2 m)+ 1, where 
f(m) = [ (m + 1))“” for m = 2, 3, 
(m” + l)/(m + 1)’ for m 3 4. 
Letting m = 2, we have Theorem 1 again as a corollary. 
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Proof. The number of ways to take a sequence of m disjoint subsets of U is 
obviously (m + 1)“. Hence the probability that G” consists of m isolated vertices 
is (m + 1)N/2”M. For each m-subset A of { 1, . . . , n}, let rA denote the random 
variable such that r, = 1 if the subgraph of G” induced by A consists of m 
isolated vertices, and r, = 0 otherwise. Thus for any A, 
P(zA = 1) = (m + 1)N/2”N. 
Let o be the sum of r, over all m-subsets A of (1, . . . , n}. Then w counts the 
number of induced subgraphs each of which consists of m isolated points, and 
E(w) = (z) (m + 1)N/2mN < Izm(m + 1)N/2”N. 
Hence, if it << 2N/(m + l)N’” then E(o)+ 0, and by Markov’s inequality it 
follows that P(cc, = 0) + 1. Thus P(a(G”) 3 m)-, 0. 
Now, suppose that n >> (2f(m))N. In this case E(o)+ ~4 as N-+ m. To compute 
the variance of o, let A, B be two m-subsets of (1, . . . , n} such that IA rl BI = k. 
First we compute the expected value of the product rAtg. In how many ways can 
we choose 2m -k subsets X1, . . . , X,_, of U such that X1, . . . , X,,, are 
pairwise disjoint and X,,,--k+l, . . . , X2m_-k are pairwise disjoint? Under the 
further restriction IX,,_,+, U . . . U X,1 = j, such 2m - k subsets can be chosen in 
N 0 i k/(m _ k + 1)*(-j) 
ways. Hence, if IA fl BI = k, then 
E(T~T~) = P(zAtg = 1) = 2 (r) kj(m - k + 1)2(N--j)/2(2m--k)N 
j=O 
Therefore 
= {[(m - k + 1)’ + k]/22m-k}N. 
Hence 
E(w~)/E(w)* = (l)-l$o (T) (z_“,) {2“[(m - k + 1)2 + k]l(m + l)*jN. 
For a moment we assume the following equality: 
f(m) = l~kym {[(m - k + 1)2 + k]l(m + l)*}‘lk. (*) 
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Then, since n >> (2f(~))~, we have 
{2k[(m-k+1)2+k]/(m+1)2}N<<nk forkzl. 
and hence we have 
-1 as N-tm. 
Therefore V(w)/E(o)* + 0, and P(w = 0) c V( o)/E( o~)~+ 0, whence 
P(o 2 l)+ 1 as N+ m. 
Now we prove (* ). The cases m = 2, 3 can be easily checked. So, we suppose 
m 2 4. Then f(m) = (m’ + l)l(m + 1)‘. Let 
g(m, k) =f(m)-k[(m -k + l)*k]/(m + 1)‘. 
Obviously, g(m, 1) = 1. Hence, to prove (*) for m 2 4, we need only to show 
that g(m, k) s 1 for k = 2, . . . , m. By direct computation, we can check that 
g(4, 4) g(5, 5) g(6, 6) < 1, 
and for m 2 7, 
g(m, m) =f(m)-“/(m + 1) < (1 + l/m)*“/(m + 1) < e2/(m + 1) < 1. 
Thus g(m, m) -=c 1 for m 2 4. Now consider the sign of 
g(m, k + 1) - g(m, k) = (‘z:,‘l’)“{ (m -,“~~lk + ’ - (m ii 1:;: + “}. 
Since the part inside { } is quadratic in k, and since 
g(m, 2) - g(m, 1) < 0, g(mm)-g(m,m-l)>O 
as is easily seen, the sign sequence of g(m, k + 1) - g(m, k) for k = 1, . . . , m - 1, 
must be monotone nondecreasing. Therefore g(m, k) s 1 for k = 1, . . . , k, 
and hence we have (* ). 0 
Corollary. 2N’3 is a threshold function for ‘a(G”) 2 3’ and if 2N’3 << n << (16/5)N’4 
then a(G”) = 3 almost surely. 
6. Remark 
In n independent random subsets Xi, . _ . , A’, of ZJ, the event Xi = Xi (for fixed 
i, j, i #j) happens with probability 1/2N. Hence if n << 2N’2 then (;)/2”‘+ 0 and 
all Xi, i = 1, . . . , n are different (and non-empty) almost surely. Thus, if n << 2N’z 
then there is asymptotically no difference between n independent random subsets 
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xi, i = 1, . . . , n, and a random sample of size n selected without replacement 
from the set of 2N - 1 non-empty subsets of U. 
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